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INTRODUCTION
Since its first description over 500 years 
ago, syphilis has become a rare entity 
thanks to the widespread use of penicillin. 
However, the incidence of this sexually 
transmitted Treponema infection has been 
on the rise since 2000. We present a typical 
case that was initially misdiagnosed and 
therefore allowed to progress.  
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As presented by CDC.gov Left palmar and lower left leg rash
on presentation to primary care

DISCUSSIONCASE DESCRIPTION

The incidence of syphilis is on the rise. According to 
the CDC, in 2015, there were 117 cases of primary and 
secondary syphilis in Denver County, up from 99 cases 
in 2010. This is a modest increase compared to parts 
of the country where rates have doubled during the 
same period. The increase is most marked in MSM, 
however as our case demonstrates, MSM is not the 
only population at risk.

IMPLICATIONS

Our patient first presented with the classic, non-
painful, palmar rash, gastrointestinal distress, patchy 
hair loss, and constitutional symptoms. By the time 
her diagnosis was made, some of the neurologic 
sequelae of this infection had begun to develop. 
With the increasing incidence of syphilis, this case 
stresses the importance that all providers consider 
and recognize this ancient infection.
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A 41-year-old woman presented with three weeks of 
visual disturbances in her left eye.

•   Over nine months she had developed headaches, 
patchy hair loss and diarrhea. 

•   New rash on her soles and palms that spread to 
legs, arms and thorax and lasted three months. 
Hard, pruritic, non-painful nodules below the 
surface of the skin that scaled over without 
blistering.

•   Diagnosed as hives by her primary care physician 
and dermatologist. 

•   Seen by ophthalmology and found to have a  
large, central scotoma of the left eye with bilateral 
retinal loss. 

•   Ophthalmology ordered an RPR to rule out syphilis. 

•   RPR positive with titer of 1:128, diagnosing syphilis 
uveitis. 

•   Therapy was initiated with Penicillin G and the 
patient was monitored for Jarish Herxheimer 
reaction. She was discharged with a plan for full 
course of antibiotic therapy. 


